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The works in this book, by artists, architects, sculptors, scientists,
filmmakers and thinkers of all descriptions, attest to the versatility and
immediacy of drawing. From first thoughts to finely wrought, elaborate
artworks, from the lightest sketch in pencil to bold, gallery-wall installations,
the medium is shown as an essential vehicle for creativity.
The recent prominence of artists such as Louise Bourgeois, Eva Hesse,
Chris Ofili, Rachel Whiteread, and a host of others who use drawing
as a final means of expression, is addressed in both the works shown
and essays by curators Kate Macfarlane and Katharine Stout, and art
historian Charles Darwent. The Drawing Book takes us on a journey through
five themes—measurement, nature, the city, dreams, and the body, selected
and introduced by artist Tania Kovats. Each is richly illustrated with a diverse
range of images, from the old masters—Leonardo da Vinci, Botticelli, Dürer—
through great Modernist pieces by Rodin, Picasso, Matisse, and others,
and on to the contemporary artists who are reviving drawing today: a new
and unique approach to an age old medium.
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5Raymond Pettibon
Untitled (self portrait on LSD), 1990
pen and ink on paper
28 x 22 cm
This is an exploration. Through words, signs, drawing.
Mescaline is the thing explored…. As for the drawings,
I began immediately after the third experiment, they
were done with a vibratory movement that stays in you
for days and days—automatic, blind, you might say, but
thus precisely reproducing the visions I had undergone,
going through them once again.
Henri Michaux, Miserable Miracle
August Natterer (Neter)
Witch (trial sketch), before 1919
pencil on writing paper
20 x 16.5 cm
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Neal Tait
Girl with Fishtails, detail, 2002
gouache on paper
29.5 x 21 cm
Neal Tait presents isolated incidents of narrative in which, as in a dream,
unexplained foreign elements intrude. In them there is a sense of significance
or meaning, but just beyond reach. The child-like simplicity of these drawings
reinforces the impression that they have emerged from a subconscious source.
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2 Neal Tait
O Zero verso, 2002
gouache on paper
39.5 x 29.5 cm
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7Ellen Gallagher
Negro A Day, 2004
photogravure, aquatint and gouache
33 x 25.5 cm
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6 Ellen Gallagher
Doe, from Deluxe, 2004
mixed media
33 x 25.5 cm 
Ellen Gallagher works into the surface of her drawings, cutting, collaging, and
obscuring with paint. These advertisements for beauty products, aimed at African
American women, offer a new perspective on the feminine ideal; beauty becomes
beautification, and the body is modified or imposed upon.
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9Raymond Pettibon
No Title (Let's fungo, No), diptych, 2003
pen and ink on paper
151 x 105 cm each
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Marlene Dumas
After Painting, 2003
ink, acrylic and watercolour
23 x 62.5 cm
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1Bernard de Ryckere
Head of a Dying Man, 1563
black, red and white chalks
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3Richard Wilson
20:50, 1986-1987
graphite/photograph ink on paper
85 x 60 cm
This drawing relates to Wilson’s 20:50, an installation using steel and sump oil housed
in the Saatchi Collection, London. In this iconic piece, the viewer walks over a gangway
above a lake of oil, which mirrors the space around it. The drawing reflects the artist’s
three-dimensional work, sharing the same processes of collaging, layering and cutting. 
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2 Claes Oldenburg
Giant Faucet, 1972
photo-lithograph
82 x 63 cm
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